OFFENSE: Larceny

DATE: 06/14/2012            TIME: 22:49 Hours

LOCATION: City of New Baltimore

Victim(s): Richard’s Auto Parts

General description of circumstances:

Updated Information:
Positive outcome for Victim when Media & Law Enforcement Work Together!

Both the 30’ Classic Trailer and the 1937 Fiat Topolino have been recovered from southwest Detroit.

On 06/20/2012 at approximately 9:30pm Officers from the Macomb Auto Thefts Squad (MATS) received information that the stolen 30’ Classic Trailer was in a lot on the Southwest side of Detroit. MATS recovered the stolen 30’ Classic Trailer on the 2300 block of Wendell Street in the City of Detroit. The trailer was empty and the 1937 Fiat Topolino (purple/silver) was still missing.

On 06/21/2012 New Baltimore Police Detectives along with Officers from MATS responded to Southwest Detroit and made contact with several citizens in the area and surrounding area of where the trailer was located. At approximately 8:00pm a citizen contacted Richard’s Auto Parts Store and stated they had seen the Media Release and that the vehicle was on Jefferson Avenue in Detroit. The owner responded to southwest Detroit and recovered his 1937 Fiat Topolino in 6000 block of Jefferson Avenue.

At this time investigators still haven’t identified the whereabouts or identities of the persons of interest, citizens are encouraged to contact the New Baltimore Police Department at (586) 725-2181.

Original Media Release:

At approximately 10:49pm on Thursday night, Richard’s Auto Parts Store, located on the 35000 Block of 23 Mile Road in New Baltimore had a white 30’ classic double axle enclosed trailer stolen from their property. The trailer contained a rare purple and silver 1937 Fiat Topolino motor vehicle. Investigators obtained surveillance video from an area business and are seeking 2 persons of interest, as well as a vehicle of interest that was observed in the area around the time of the reported larceny.

Person of Interest #1: W/M, possibly Hispanic, 25-35 years of age, heavy build, wearing a black t-shirt and black shorts.
Person of Interest #2: W/F, 25-35 years of age, brown hair, average build, wearing black t-shirt, blue jean capris, glasses and a necklace.

News Release Continued

Vehicle of Interest: 2000-2006 Ford F250/350 extended cab with chrome running boards and a tonneau cover over the bed. The vehicle is dark in color (green, charcoal grey, black, ect.)

Stolen Property:
Anyone with information is being asked to contact the New Baltimore Police Department at (586)-725-2181 or Crimes Stoppers at 1-800-SPEAKUP (1-800-773-2587)
This press release has been approved through the Office of the Chief of Police, Timothy P. Wiley M.P.A.